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 REPORT 
 From the office of the… 

 MSU Horizons - Coordinator  

TO: Members of the Executive Board 

FROM: Negar Asli  

SUBJECT: MSU Horizons Report [1] 

DATE: June 12th, 2020  

 
Yearplan Update 
year plan - Before changes were made with Horizons I submitted my year plan to Sarah Fig 
(outgoing Vp Admin).  
 
Instead of taking time to compare things to my year plan I will take this time to explain what 
Horizons will be doing as alternative programming this year. This report was submitted to EB 
about two months ago and two of our plans got approved. I will take time to explain things in 
detail here!  
 
Horizons is currently operating as a project in order to still aid students in their transition to 
university. Although in person conference cannot take place, we are dedicated to helping foster a 
growing and inclusive environment for our incoming first years. This year Horizons will be focusing 
on two different parts:  
 

1. Online weekly webinars  
overview: 
We are able to offer virtual webinars through zoom in collaboration with guest speakers 
from other services, faculty societies and welcome week representative to improve first 
year transition. Each week students a different topic will be covered alongside different 
panelists. Our team will work on creating presentations beforehand that will address 
general questions and concerns. Additionally, we will post a Q&A function on our 
Instagram leading up to our webinar where students can ask their questions. Panelists will 
go through topics they have prepared which will total to about 40 minutes with 20 minutes 
at the end for open Q&A! 
 
Webinar Topics 

Webinars are hosted every Thursday at 6pm EST.  

Topic 1: Transition into university (June 11th)  

Topic 2: Student life (June 18th)  

Topic 5: How to study (June 25th)  

Topic 4: Wellbeing (July 2ndth) 

Topic 3: How to get involved (July 9th) 

Topic 7: Living in Hamilton (July 16th)  

Topic 6: Facultyfest (July 23rdth) 
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Registration: 
Students can register for these online webinars via Eventbrite. Right now, each webinar is 
at a 200 capacity! This will create more excitement around attending the webinars and 
will allow us to control security easier during the webinar. Zoom has many different 
functions that allows you to limit attendee’s ability to engage. Since we were able to get 
Zoom premium there is a lot of control on our side making it much safer and still super 
user-friendly!  
 
Accessibility:  
All of the webinars will be recorded. They will also be transcribed and posted on the 
“MSU Broadcast” YouTube. We will use out social media to promote the MSU Broadcast 
YouTube channel for students who may have missed this webinar. These will all be closed 
captioned!  
 
Additionally we will be using Microsoft PowerPoint to live closed caption during our zoom 
live event! Our slides are kept fairly simple however we will do our best to use descriptive 
language throughout our presentation.  
 
I am open to any suggestions and feedback on how to make these webinars as accessible 
and engaging as possible!  
 

2. Online sessions 
Horizons serves as a first point of contact for many students during their transition. As such, this 

service helps students learn a lot about themselves and McMaster, while also forming connections 

with others. Many of the resources can be provided to students via our online platform, as we 

still have a huge outreach to students (+4000 followers on all our socials combined). Sessions 

provides incredible insight into various topics such as self-care, consent, leadership and 

teamwork. We have 5 different session themes this year:  

1. Growth in leadership  

2. Trust and consent  

3. Support and wellness  

4. Balance  

5. Worth and self-awareness  

Here is a quick look at what a session might look like: 
they will be posted as a Instagram swipe through post!  
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**Also, a huge shout out to my sessions coordinators Gauri and Brit for meeting with all 
stakeholders and adjusting sessions to make them less heavy and accessible!  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Service Usage 
During this section I will focus on the growth of our social media and the engagement we 

have been getting with it. Since we have been moved to an online platform that is our 
main form of communication with incoming first years! 
 
Instagram: 

Followers: 
- 2103 (before followers were about 1000 with mostly upper years)  

Engagement on posts 
- IGTV videos - 1.2k-1.7k views  

- posts reach about 1.6k students  
- average likes range from 150-180  
- story views range from 500-700  

Facebook: 
- post engagement - 600-700 
- total page likes - 1758 
- page followed by - 1783  
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Past Events, Projects, & Activities  
Applicants workshop - one of the events we held with MSU Spark, Maroons and FYC (First 

Year Council) was applicants workshop in early March. Usually there is a great interest in 
this event with high attendance numbers however this year we saw that little to no students 
attended the event.  
 

Improvements/ suggestions - After talking to all the folks involved, we realized that it’s 
better for future years if there is only one service that takes the main role in this event. 
This decreases confusion and makes the whole planning process much smoother. 
Additionally, it was mentioned that we need to start promotions much earlier than we did 

this year to make sure the right people knew about our event. Something to keep in mind 
is to make sure there are no overlapping midterms/labs for major first-year classes during 
the time of the event.  
 

Alternatives - I think a really cool idea that could be done in the future would be 
providing online alternative programming and resources for students who were not able to 
make the event. This could mean and IGTV video or even setting up a google form to 

connect students with upper years directly involved in clubs/services they want to know 
about!  
  
  

 
Upcoming Events, Projects & Activities 
 
Dear first year me post- This is a new series on the MSU Horizons Instagram. It includes a 

wide range of upper years from various programs writing advice to their first-year self. 
The overall theme with these posts has been that it’s okay to make mistakes in first year 
and not know exactly where you want to take your life. It has gotten a decent amount of 
engagement from our incoming first year students as well as upper years. I’ve attached an 

example below!  
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Faculty takeovers - we have doing takeovers by students from different faculties to 
answer the questions of incoming first year students. We usually post a sticker and a little 

bit about the person doing the takeover and they are able to answer the questions! We 
post the takeovers as an IGTV. They have been doing really well. I also want to take a 
minute to give a huge shout out to my Media and Design Coordinator Josephine Ding for 
her editing skills on the videos. They get a range of 1.5-1.7k views. Currently those are 

the posts that do the best.  
 
Webinars - webinars are one of the main focus of the alternative programming for 
Horizons this year. we will be covering a range of topics mentioned above earlier! They 

will be hosted by our executive team.  
 
Sessions - online sessions will also be running on our Instagram page. We wanted to still 
provide students with all the great insight and resources that session brings to students 

even though we cannot all be there in person. Sessions will be posted on Tuesday and 
usually will have an interactive activity that students can participate with and share with us 
if they want to. Lastly, Horizons and Spark will host live debrief sessions every Friday to 

host a general discussion about the session and touch on important themes. This will also 
provide students a chance to be exposed to spark!  
 
Currently Working On 

everything mentioned above is happening within the next two months. We have been 
working on putting all this together for over two months now. Currently working on all the 
projects at the same time and constantly finding ways to improve them.  
 

Budget 
Sponsorships:  

● McMaster Alumni - $500 ( in gift cards from Amazon, Skipthedishes, and 
UberEATS) 

● Student Success Center - in process  

● 1280 - 4 $15 gift cards  

● 1-month free membership at Modo Yoga  
 

Volunteers 
Executive team 
Overall there are no current challenges with my executive team. It was difficult to readjust 
to the new reality, but we have all accepted and are committed to making this transition 

as smooth as possible for incoming first years.  
 
On the front of volunteer management, I have learned the most important thing is to keep 
your team motivated. This means setting smaller goals so that they can see the impact they 

are having. I have also found it really helpful to recognize the work that is done by them 
by giving them shout outs or small messages. From the start of my term, I always stressed 
the importance of communication with my team so although there has been some times of 
struggle overall communication has been really strong making adapting to changes easy!  

 
Current Challenges 

● Challenges  
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○ Adjusting expectation - this definitely a constant challenge that me and my 
whole team have been facing. Even through planning our alternative 
programming there are things that constantly changing so we need to 

adapt easily to situations.  

○ Tangible impact - since everything has been moved online it can be hard to 
see the impact, we have on first year students. We also don’t have specific 
groups so we can’t create direct relationship with students which might 

make it hard to see our bigger impact. one of the ways I am going about 
combatting this is shouting out my team all the time just so they know that 
their incredible hard work does not go unnoticed. 

○ Volunteer appreciation - right now trying to think of the best ways to make 
my team feel appreciated once the course of our term is over. They have 
done such an incredible job and have left me speechless every time! Any 
suggestions would be helpful because I think they definitely deserve a lot 

considering the current state of the world as well.  

○ Student engagement - one of my biggest worry is that with already 
increased screen time it will be hard to keep students engaged with our 
content. Horizons posting will pick up this coming week (follow us at 

MSU_Horizons) so I will be able to speak more on retention etc. during my 
next report.  

 
Successes  

● Successes 

○ My executive team has been nothing short of incredible! They have gone 
above and beyond to make sure that we are doing what we can to 
support incoming first years.  

○ Although there were changes in plans for Horizons and this isn’t what 
people signed up for, we were all able to redefine the purpose and still 
put our best effort forward! 

○ Team dynamic - although we have only met a couple of times in person our 
team dynamic is so good! I haven’t had any problems with my team 

overall. I try to check in on folks and include everyone in most decisions so 
it’s been very smooth on that front.  

○ Volunteer development - throughout the past couple of months I have 
already seen so much personal and professional development in my team. 

It has been so rewarding to see them grow. One of the biggest things was 
how fast they all adjusted to our alternative programming and were ready  

 

 
 
Other 
Thank you - Just wanted to give a shout out to all your continuous support with all the changes 

of Horizons and helping us bring a new vision for this service into life. I have no doubt that 
the following years will benefit from all the content and work put into Horizons this year! If 
you ever have any feedback or suggestions, please let me know.  


